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By Mr. Brewer, petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 150) of Stephen M. Brewer, Barry R.
Finegold, Thomas P. Conroy, Patricia D. Jehlen and other members of the General Court for
legislation relative to an independent analysis of expanding gaming in the Commonwealth [Joint
Committee on Economic Development and Emerging Technologies].

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
_______________

In the Year Two Thousand Eleven
_______________

An Act relative to an independent analysis of expanded gaming in the Commonwealth.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court assembled, and by the authority
of the same, as follows:
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SECTION 1. His Excellency the Governor is hereby directed to commission a
comprehensive, independent analysis of the costs and benefits of (a) legalizing Class 3 gambling
in the Commonwealth, generally, and (b) siting new Class 3 gambling facilities within the
Commonwealth or on tribal land within the Commonwealth, should federal law allow; provided
that:

6
(1) the organization conducting the analysis shall be drawn from a list of qualified
7 research institutions which are acceptable: (a) to the lead House and Senate sponsors of this Bill,
8 (b) to the proponents of expanded gambling, as represented by the sponsors of pending
9 legislation authorizing the legalization of Class 3 gambling; and (c) to the Governor;
10
(2) said analysis shall describe the costs and benefits: (a) to the Commonwealth as a
11 whole, (b) to the host communities where any Class 3 gambling facility would be sited, and (c)
12 to the communities within a 25 mile radius or direct impact of any such Class 3 gambling
13 facility;
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(3) said analysis shall explicitly and distinctly discuss the costs and benefits anticipated:
(a) over the short term (0-2 years from the passage of legislation legalizing Class 3 gambling and
licensing one or more facilities where Class 3 gambling would occur), (b) over the medium term
(2 to 5 years from the passage of such legislation), and (c) over the long term (over 5 years from
the passage of such legislation), taking into consideration the impacts of: (i) the likely
subsequent siting of competing Class 3 gambling facilities near the Massachusetts border in

20 surrounding states, (ii) the likely subsequent siting of competing Class 3 gambling facilities on
21 tribal land within Massachusetts, and/or (iii) the federal legalization of Internet gambling;
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(4) said analysis shall describe: (a) the anticipated increases in employment associated
with the development and operation of Class 3 gambling facilities, and the development and
operation/expansion of so-called "ripple-effect" businesses, in terms of the types and numbers of
jobs that will be created, the salaries and benefits paid, and the anticipated duration of such jobs,
as well as (b) the anticipated adverse impacts on jobs whose existence pre-dates the introduction
of Class 3 gambling, including jobs associated with businesses that compete for the
entertainment spending of Massachusetts residents and so-called "ripple effect" businesses, in
terms of the types and numbers of jobs that will be lost or that will experience reduced hours,
and the lost or diminished salaries and benefits;
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(5) said analysis shall describe: (a) the anticipated increase in revenues to the
Commonwealth, including the sources and anticipated magnitudes of such revenues, and the
anticipated duration of such revenues at the stated magnitudes, using the fee and tax structures
proposed in authorizing legislation enacted by the General Court in July 2010 and subsequently
returned by the Governor with proposed changes, and (b) the anticipated loss or diminution of
revenues to the Commonwealth, from businesses and employees that are adversely affected by
the introduction of Class 3 gambling facilities, and from reduced Lottery sales;
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(6) said analysis shall describe the anticipated increase in costs to the Commonwealth
and/or host communities: (a) of creating and maintaining the necessary regulatory/enforcement
infrastructure for overseeing the lawful operation of Class 3 gambling facilities; (b) of
investigating, prosecuting, and adjudicating criminal activities associated with the operation or
use of such Class 3 gambling; (c) of incarcerating and rehabilitating persons found guilty of
criminal activities associated with the operation or use of such Class 3 gambling facilities; (d) the
costs of creating and maintaining the physical infrastructure (e.g., roads, utilities, water, sewage,
etc.) needed to accommodate such Class 3 gambling facilities; (e) of the impact on employers,
families, and persons/organizations doing business with individuals who gamble away the money
they would otherwise use to meet necessary expenses and satisfy ordinary financial obligations;
(f) of any increased bankruptcies attributable to the siting of Class 3 gambling facilities; (g) of
the public health, public safety, and corrections-related costs associated with increases in
compulsive gambling and the increased use of alcohol or drugs, including prescription drugs, by
customers of such Class 3 gambling facilities; (h) of the publicly and privately insured health
care costs associated with increases in compulsive gambling, increased use of alcohol or drugs,
including prescription drugs, and/or with increased incidence or severity of depression, anxiety,
suicidality, and/or other mental health problems experienced by customers of such Class 3
gambling facilities; and (i) of the costs associated with any increases in domestic violence or
family dysfunction, associated with use of such Class 3 gambling facilities.
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SECTION 2. The General Court shall not enact, nor shall the Governor sign, any
legislation authorizing Class 3 gambling and/or licensing the use of slot machines or other
instruments associated with Class 3 gambling, at casinos or other such facilities, until the
comprehensive, independent cost benefit analysis described herein shall have been completed
and delivered to and accepted by the Governor, the Senate President, and the Speaker of the
House, and made public on the websites of the Governor and the General Court; provided,
however, that in the event that the Governor, the Senate President, and the Speaker of the House
do not affirm in writing their belief that said analysis clearly demonstrates, in both the short-term
and medium-term, that the benefits with respect to jobs and revenues outweigh the costs to the
Commonwealth, to the host communities of any Class 3 gambling facility, and to the
communities within a 25-mile radius or direct impact of any such facility, then enactment of any
legislation legalizing Class 3 gambling or licensing facilities at which Class 3 gambling activities
are authorized to occur shall require a 2/3 majority in both the House and Senate.

